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Protect lives in the
most unobtrusive way.
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A Tradition of quality and Innovation
For over 125 years, the Bosch name
has stood for quality and reliability.
Bosch is the global supplier of
choice for innovative technology,
backed by the highest standards for

Reliable fire detection in style:

service and support.

Bosch offers the invisible fire detector.
A completely different concept that combines great

Bosch Security Systems proudly

appearance with up to date technology.

offers a wide range of security,
safety, communications and sound
solutions that are relied upon every
day in applications around the
world, from government facilities
and public venues to businesses,
schools and homes.

Smoke detector 500 Series – an overview
Unique ultra-slim design

	Easy exchange and service of the detector

Dust- and dirt-resistant

	LSN capability and conventional version

Superior protection

Cleaning and testing accessories

	Continuous measurement of dirt build-up
	Also available in combination with
combustion gas sensor

Smoke Detector 500 Series
Operating mode

520 Series LSN improved version
O 520

O 520-P*
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Optical / Carbon monoxide
Optical
Operating mode

O 500

* transparent with color rings
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500 Series conventional version
O 500-P*

Optical / Carbon monoxide
Optical

OC 520

x
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Bosch Security Systems
To learn more about our product offering,
please visit www.boschsecurity.com
or send an e-mail to
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com

Smoke detector 500 Series
Designed to blend in
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The perfect match
for any type of building.
Powerful protection
Fire protection is essential in modern life. Hotels, public
buildings and private companies need reliable fire alarm
systems in case of an emergency. Fortunately most of the
time fire protection remains unused. Conventional fire
detectors tend to be quite conspicuous.
Projecting down from the ceiling, they are very noticeable
and not visually pleasing. This is especially true in areas
like lounges, galleries and museums. And as the detectors
start to gather dirt and dust over time, they do little to
help maintain a stylish, sophisticated ambience. That’s
where the smoke detector 500 Series comes in.
When a fire detector is practically invisible, it cannot spoil
the interior design.

The 500 Series is a scattered-light fire detection system

Ceiling Mount
Black Box

with dual detection area. Because the sensors monitor
two independent light areas in open space, the detector is
extremely reliable.
Security network capability,

The invisible detector is also available as a multi-sensor
detector with carbon monoxide (CO) gas sensor.
This combination of scattered-light sensor and CO gas

Detector Base

can be directly connected to the

signal processing methods.

increases the number of possible applications since this
detector even works well in environments that are
challenging for standard photoelectric detectors.

Local SecurityNetwork (LSN) and

Trim ring
- white
- transparent
with colors

with the color of the surrounding ceiling.

surface mount is available. All of
these options are easy to install

When dust challengeswe respond with style

accessories for cleaning, detector
testing and detector insertion/

It is ultra-slim and lies flush with the ceiling – a distinct

detector also allow the units to be perfectly coordinated

version. Both flush mount and

relief system for wiring. A range of

The 500 Series provides a completely different concept.

attractive rooms. Color rings that can be mounted in the

is also available as conventional

and feature the integrated strain-

Discreet and unobtrusive

advantage, which does not destroy the appearance of

options and accessories
The smoke detector 500 Series

sensor allows alarms to be evaluated using state-of-the-art

This greatly decreases the likelihood of false alarms and

installation

removal is also available.

Detector
- white
- transparent

Modern styling outside, Bosch

Detector collecting awards instead of dust

A variety of possible applications

know-how inside

The fact that there is no optical chamber inside the

Combining great appearance with up-to-date technology, the

The 500 Series has award-winning

smoke detectors 500 Series means it does not protrude

Smoke Detector 500 series works well in environments that

style built in. Inside it is packed

from the ceiling. The smooth surface does not gather

are challenging for standard photoelectric detectors. With

full of proven know-how from

the usual visible dirt in rooms with high dust build-up.

the 500 Series‘ detector dust is no longer an issue. False
alarms due to attraction of fibers are now replaced by

Bosch that you can rely on.

Cover
- with color inserts

So it’s easy to clean and saves service time and costs.

guaranteed fail-safe operation.

The level of dirt build-up is continuously measured.

This makes the detector suitable for different types of

A trouble signal indicates when a unit needs to be

industries e.g. textile, chemical, manufacturing, publishing.

cleaned. If service is needed with minimal effort the
detector can be exchanged utilising the new push/
remove system.

